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Day 1
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Cotton wool pads
Buttons
Sticks
Pipe cleaners
Cut up packaging

Hook: Make a loose parts snowman
Have a look at some photos of snow people or even have a go at building your own outside if you have
snow. Using a variety of loose parts found around the home can you create your own snowmen. 
you might use things like;

As you're working together to create your snow person talk about the shapes the children are using and the
colours. Discussing why a circular button makes a good idea for an eye. 
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Day 2

Hook: A Winter Walk and then Make Natural Numbers
Head outside and make some numerals out of collected pieces of nature. You
could take photos of these and make your own number cards. Challenge the

learning by adding two number cards together to find a total or even make your
own number line by pegging these up. You could take a number card away
and ask which number is missing and how the child knows. This is really good

for developing logical thinking. 
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Hook: Watching the Birds 

This can be done from a window or even outside but watch the birds and see
which ones you can see visiting you. Talk about how they look, what makes

them different to other birds they can see and maybe keep a tally of the birds
you see. Research how you can help the birds in the winter and explore how you

might feed them or make a bird bath. You could even look for clues of birds
visiting your area; feathers on the ground or nests in the trees. 

Day 3
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Hook: Build A Cosy Fort
It's cold outside and maybe even snowing. You could make something cosy in

your living room for you and the toys. Can you design a cosy den on paper and
make a list of what you might need. Once the design is made have a go at

constructing it with sofa cushions, blankets, torches and pegs. Then get comfy
and enjoy sharing a book together there. 

Day 4



Hook: Explore the Ice
 Leave some ice in a water tray for your children to discover. What do they
know about ice? Record their thoughts and questions around it. Add some of

your small world figures to the ice and be curious with the children about how
these might be saved?

Look for winter leaves, foliage and fallen petals outside and with the children
add these into a muffin tray and freeze them over night. Add some sting to each
section before you freeze. Then hang these up in your outdoor area as beautiful

natural decorations.
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Day 5


